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Report December 2021

CEO Comments
After a very strong end to 2021, this year started off in a gloomier tone. With rising inflation rates, a rising US 10 year yield,
as well as signs from the FED about increased interest rates during this year. This led to a major change in the sentiment on
the markets, and the color of the month came to be red, mixed with a lot of volatility. Over the month, our equities returned
-11,7%. OMXSGI returned -9,8% during the same period.
From this point forward, we believe the market will focus a lot on macro events. There will likely be continued light directed
at the inflation data as well as the interest rates. Besides that, there is a major geopolitical uncertainty around Russia and
Ukraine. Latest news is that several countries have been evacuating their diplomatic staff from Ukraine, which is certainly no
positive signs. The situation around Russia and possible sanctions towards the country will be closely monitored by the
markets. We at HCM are fundamentalists, and our focus are the fundamentals of the companies. However, with such major
macro events on the radar, we will keep an eye on the news feed going forward.
A clear trend that has been seen on the Swedish markets the past month is a reckless slaughter among high quality, but also
high valued companies. Such as Nibe, Vitrolife, Sectra and EQT, to name a few. This is similar to what has been seen at
Nasdaq since mid 2021. We see this a healthy sign that valuations somewhat are becoming relevant again, although many of
the previously named companies are still trading at very high valuations. Our view about valuations is unchanged and very
clear, they should always matter when it comes to investments. In markets like the one we have seen the past years, it is easy
to get some FOMO and let momentum in stock prices influent one’s stock picks. That strategy usually works very well, until
it no longer doesn’t. We are striving for a strategy that works in all kinds of markets, and in such strategy, we believe being
aware of valuations is a central piece. With this strategy we might miss out on the temporary winners in the most bullish of
bull markets. However, we believe we are more likely to survive through the most bearish of bear markets, and that is what
matters more. Staying in the game is crucial to reach long term alpha.
Looking forward, it is once again time for the earnings season. This time it is the Q4 reports that are expected. This means
that most of our focus will be on the reports of our holdings. As always, we are also curious to find new interesting
investment ideas. With a nervous market like the one we are currently experiencing, good opportunities are likely to occur to
the ones that dare to look beyond the short term noise.
Ludwig Germunder
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Asset Manager's Comments
After another strong December, we saw a strong pull-back in January. During January, OMXSGI returned -9,8% and the
index closed at -9,8% YTD. Compared to OMXSGI, our equities traded -11,7% for the month and HCM is hence down -11,7%
YTD.
The best performers during the month were TTWO, Nekkar and Kindred. The worst performers were BICO, Vestum and
ChemoMetec.
During the month, we sold our position in Billerud due to our thesis had played out relatively well and at the same time we
got an OK return. What made us sell the whole position was a) the big acquisition of Verso and b) the large amount of
CAPEX that is needed to both fuel the existing growth as well as the new US investment. We believed that we would be able
to cut a nice coupon of dividends in the coming year and reinvest in other opportunities. Now we don’t feel confident in the
organic reinvestments and hence believe that we can allocate the capital in better R/R opportunities.
Some of the capital was directly invested in the American gaming company Take-Two Interactive (TTWO). We believe
gaming market sentiment is overly negative, which is seen by the contracting multiples all over the board in the last year.
TTWO has a very valuable portfolio of assets that will generate a lot of high-margin revenue in the foreseeable future. Also,
TTWO has a record level of high-quality pipeline to execute on. The recent merger with Zynga finally uses TTWO
overcapitalized balance sheet, and we believe that the joined entities have a clear path to increased scale and cross-platform
development of current IP:s. The stock was trading at 21x NTM EBIT at investment.
The whole portfolio returned -5,2% in January, somewhat outperformed by our benchmark which returned -5,0% during the
month. Global Bonds returned a positive +1,2% compared to our benchmark which was up +1,0%. Corporate Bonds returned a
negative -1,8% compared to our benchmark which returned -0,1%. Alternative Investments returned a positive +1,8% compared
to Barclays Hedge Fund Index which preliminary was down -2,5%. It is important to note that our reported return in
Alternative Investments is lagging with one month. This is due to the funds’ NAV’s updating after the last day of the month.
Sincerely, Filip Helmroth
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